Amendment to the Gambling Act (Class 4) Game Rules:
Rules for Cash-In-Ticket-Out Systems

Pursuant to section 367 of the Gambling Act 2003, the following amendment to the Gambling
Act (Class 4) Game Rules was prescribed on 13 September 2017.

These amendments take effect on 22 September 2017.

Part 4: Rules for De-Centralised Off-Line Cash-In-Ticket-Out systems

1. Amendment to rule 66 to include processes for the payment of tickets. The amended rule
   in full reads:

   Where any De-Centralised Off-Line Cash-In-Ticket-Out (DOCITO) system is operated at a
   venue, the corporate society must ensure that:

   (a) user manuals or operating instructions and procedures are available at the venue;
   and

   (b) only authorised venue personnel perform any system operating operation or ticket
       payment requirements; and

   (c) clear instructions by which a player with an unpaid ticket older than 7 days but
       within 3 months of the date of issue of a ticket can, on application to the venue
       Corporate Society, require the ticket value to be paid to the player. Note the date of
       application can be a date not greater than 3 months from the date of issue.

2. Deletion of rule 67 removing references to “ticket printing and redemption”.

3. Amendments to rule 68 changing a reference to the rules, and replacing it with a reference
   to the technical standards, and adding direction on gaming machine credits and payment.
   The amended rule in full reads:

   There must be sufficient information displayed to the player by a notice affixed to the
   gaming machine or prominently displayed in the gaming machine play area advising the
   following:

   (a) the procedures described in Technical Standard Section 7; and

   (b) when the collect button is pressed, the gaming machine will ONLY pay out available
       credits under $999 by means of a printed ticket; and

   (c) if the gaming machine has credits greater than this amount then
       payment will be made by Cancelled Credit; and
(d) there may be a delay of a few seconds and up to a few minutes, depending on the amount of credits on the gaming machine, before a ticket is printed; and

(e) if a ticket is not printed then a malfunction has occurred and the gaming machine attendant should be called for assistance.

4. New rule 73. The new rule in full reads:

**Ticket with a value $999 or greater**

A ticket for a value of $999 or greater must not be accepted by venue staff as valid and permitted to be redeemed by the Cashiers Terminal. Such a ticket should be considered as a ‘missing ticket’ and payment withheld until such time as the ticket can be verified by the service support staff and authorised for payment by the Corporate Society.

The gaming machine that issued the ticket should be disabled and prevented from further play till correct ticket operation is verified by service support staff.